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MDL-3160 Smart Drawer Lock User Manual 
 

Lock : The handle groove is turned in the red dot 

direction, which is the locked position. 

Power on：Tap the sensor once and red light 

will flash, then you will hear a beep. After leaving, 

the light turns into blue. 

Unlock : Press the sensor once until the light 

turns into green and beeps. Afterwards, turn the 

handle groove to 3:00 direction and register or 

clear. 

 

 

Register Mode :   The manager is the first register, and only the 

manager has the authority to clear. 

 

Manager Registration： 

Go to the unlocking place and wait for the light turns into blue. 

After turning into blue, press the fingerprint sensor until hearing 

beep. → leave the sensor and the light flashes blue and purple. → 

Press the sensor again（Start to register）→the purple light beeps 

→turns into blue →Repeat the action three times（You will hear a 

beep after every successful sensing）→Green light lasts after 

successful scanning. →Long beep（Successful registration）→Turns 

into blue light 

 

User Registration： 

Go to the unlocking place and wait for the light turns into blue. 

After turning into blue, the manager should press the fingerprint 

sensor until light flashes green and turns into purple. → Leave the 

sensor and the light flashes red and blue. →The user could register 

and the light turns into green upon successful registration. It will 

then turns into blue after a long beep. 

 

 

Clean-up Mode： 
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Go to the unlocking place and wait for the light turns into blue. 

After turning into blue, the manager should press the fingerprint 

sensor until light turning into purple and beep.(do not leave the 

sensor)→ Press until the sensor light turns into white →Leave the 

sensor. →As the light flashes blue and green, press the sensor twice 

and you will hear two beeps. → Afterwards, the manager should press 

the sensor until the light flashes green, red, and blue. 

( About 5 seconds) →The light will last white after successful 

registration and beep, followed by flashing green light three times.  

 

Notice： 

 Low power：Red LED light flashes three times at the same time and 

beeps three times. 

 Charging：Red LED light lasts. 

 Full charged：Red LED light turns off. 

 

 When the operation fails, wait for every light to turn off and press the 

sensor again. Restart the power to operate. 

 

 

Contact  

Midas Touch, Inc. 

Tel : +886-2-8953-0862 

Fax : +886-2-2952-8441 

Email : contact@midastouchinc.com 

Website : www.midastouchinc.com 

Address : 17F-16, No.1, Sec.1, Zhongshan Rd,  

Banqiao Dist, New Taipei City 22063, Taiwan 
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